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Based on the work of Neumann, Zickert gave a simplicial formula for comput-
ing the volume and Chern-Simons invariant of a boundary-parabolic PSLp2,Cq-
representation of a compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary. Main aim of
this thesis is to introduce a notion of deformed Ptolemy assignments (or vari-
eties) and generalize the formula of Zickert to a representation of a Dehn-filled
manifold. We also generalize the potential function of Cho and Murakami by
applying our formula to an octahedral decomposition of a link complement in
the 3-sphere. Also, motivated from the work of Hikami and Inoue, we clarify
the relation between Ptolemy assignments and cluster variables when a link is
given in a braid position. The last work is a joint work with Jinseok Cho and
Christian Zickert.
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For an oriented complete hyperbolic 3-manifold N of finite volume, the complex
volume of N is given by
VolCpNq :“ VolpNq ` iCSpNq P C{iπ2Z
where Vol and CS denote the volume and Chern-Simons invariant, respectively.
See, for instance, [Dup87, NZ85]. More generally, for a boundary parabolic
PSLp2,Cq-representation ρ of a compact 3-manifold one can define the com-
plex volume VolCpρq by using the Cheeger-Chern-Simons form defined on the
flat PSLp2,Cq-bundle. We refer to [GTZ15] for details.
1.1 Deformed Ptolemy assignments
Let N be an oriented compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary. We fix an
ideal triangulation of the interior ofN with ideal tetrahedra, say ∆1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,∆n. Re-
call that an ideal tetrahedron ∆ with mutually distinct vertices, say z0, z1, z2, z3 P




z “ rz0 : z1 : z2 : z3s :“
pz0 ´ z3qpz1 ´ z2q
pz0 ´ z2qpz1 ´ z3q
P Czt0, 1u
where the cross-ratio at each edge of ∆ is given by one of z, z1 :“ 11´z , and z
2 :“
1´ 1z (see Figure 3.1). Due to Thurston [Thu78], it is well-known that whenever
the shape parameters satisfy the gluing equations and completeness condition,
we obtain a boundary parabolic representation ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq as a
holonomy representation.
The cross-ratios are good parameters for computing the volume but not
enough for the complex volume. See, for instance, [Dup87]. However, Neumann
[Neu04] showed that computing the complex volume can be achieved by con-
sidering two additional integers for each ideal tetrahedron which play a role to
adjust branches of logarithm functions as follows.
Definition 1.1.1 ([Neu04]). A flattening of an ideal tetrahedron with the shape








α0 “ log z ` pπi
α1 “ ´log p1´ zq ` qπi
α2 “ ´log z ` log p1´ zq ´ pp` qqπi
for some p, q P Z. Alternatively, a flattening is a triple α “ pα0, α1, α2q P C3
satisfying α0 ` α1 ` α2 “ 0 and
α0 ” log z, α1 ” log z1, α2 ” log z2
in modulo πi. Here and throughout the paper, we fix a branch of the logarithm;
for actual computation we will use the principal branch having the imaginary
part in the interval p´π, πs.
Theorem 1.1.1 ([Neu04]). Suppose the interior of a compact 3-manifold N
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decomposes into n ideal tetrahedra ∆1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,∆n. Then for any collection of flat-








where ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq is a boundary parabolic representation induced
from the flattenings and R is the extend Rogers dilogarithm given by
Rpz; p, qq “ Li2pzq `
πi
2
pp log p1´ zq ` q log zq `
1
2




For simplicity, we here assume that every ideal tetrahedron is positively
oriented (see Chapter 3).
Roughly speaking, the edge and cusp conditions are additive versions of the
gluing equations and completeness condition (obtained by taking logarithm) in
[Thu78], respectively. It follows that if the flattenings satisfy the edge and cusp
conditions, then the shape parameters automatically satisfy the gluing equations
and completeness condition. We therefore obtain an induced boundary parabolic
representation ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq as a holonomy representation. We refer
to Chapter 3 for details.
Fattenings satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.1.1 give us the complex
volume but finding such one may be difficult in general. Fortunately, Zickert
[Zic09] (see also [GTZ15]) remarkably overcame this potential difficulty through
the notion of a Ptolemy assignment (or variety). We here briefly recall his key
idea.
Let T be an ideal triangulation of the interior of N . We denote by T1 the
set of the oriented edges. For an oriented edge e P T1 we denote by ´e the same
edge e with its opposite orientation.
Definition 1.1.2 ([GTZ15]). A Ptolemy assignment is a set map c : T1 Ñ
3
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Cˆ “ Czt0u satisfying ´cpeq “ cp´eq for all e P T1 and
cpl3qcpl6q “ cpl1qcpl4q ` cpl2qcpl5q










Figure 1.1: An ideal tetrahedron ∆j of T
A Ptolemy assignment c is associated with a boundary parabolic represen-
tation ρc : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq up to conjugation. See [GTZ15] or Section 3.2.





, z1j “ ˘
cpl2qcpl5q
cpl3qcpl6q




for Figure 1.1 where zj , z
1
j , and z
2
j are the cross-ratios at l3, l4, and l2, respec-
tively.
A key idea of [Zic09] is that taking a “logarithm” of the equation (1.1.1)
gives us a nice flattening in the sense of Theorem 1.1.1. Namely, if we take a
















α0j “ log cpl1q ` log cpl4q ´ log cpl2q ´ log cpl5q
α1j “ log cpl2q ` log cpl5q ´ log cpl3q ´ log cpl6q
α2j “ log cpl3q ` log cpl6q ´ log cpl1q ´ log cpl4q
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then these flattenings automatically satisfy the edge and cusp conditions in






j “ 0 and α
0
j ”
log zj , α
1




j ” log z
2
j in modulo πi. Moreover, even though the parity
condition may fail, it is proved that these flattenings still give the complex





We refer to [Zic09, GTZ15] for details.
1.1.1 Overview
In Chapter 3, we extend the formula of Zickert to a representation that is not
necessarily boundary parabolic. We here give an overview. We assume that each
boundary component Σj of a compact 3-manifold N is a torus with a fixed
meridian µj and a longitude λj for 1 ď j ď h where h is the number of the
components of BN .
In Section 3.2, we suggest a notion of a deformed Ptolemy assignment as
a generalization of a Ptolemy assignment. A deformed Ptolemy assignment c
determines a representation ρc : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq up to conjugation which
is not necessarily boundary parabolic. We stress that this is defined in a quite
different way from an enhanced Ptolemy assignment in [Zic16].
For κ “ pr1, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh, shq we denote by Nκ the manifold obtained from N
by Dehn-filling that kills the curve rjµj`sjλj on each boundary torus Σj , where
prj , sjq is either a pair of coprime integers or the symbol 8 meaning that we do
not fill Σj .
Suppose the representation ρc : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq factors through π1pNκq
for some κ as a PSLp2,Cq-representation. If the manifold Nκ has a boundary, i.e.
prj , sjq “ 8 for some j, then we further assume that the induced representation
ρc : π1pNκq Ñ PSLp2,Cq is boundary parabolic so that the complex volume of
5
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ρc is well-defined. In Section 3.3, we show that the idea of Zickert can be applied
to this deformed case, not directly however, so the complex volume of ρc can be
computed in a similar way (see Theorem 3.3.1). As examples, we compute the
complex volumes of several Dehn-filled manifolds obtained from the figure-eight
knot complement.
1.2 Potential functions
Let L be a link in S3 with a fixed diagram and let N “ S3zL. Motivated by
the work of Yokota [Yok02], Cho and Murakami [CM13] defined the potential
function W pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq satisfying the following properties: (i) a non-degenerate







“ 1 for all 1 ď j ď n (1.2.2)
corresponds to a boundary parabolic representation ρw : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq
(we shall clarify the meaning of a non-degenerate point in Section 4.1); (ii) the
complex volume of ρw is
iVolCpρwq ”W0pwq mod π
2Z
where the function W0pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq is given by










Furthermore, Cho [Cho16a] proved that (iii) any boundary representation ρ :
π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq which does not send a meridian of each component of L
to the identity matrix is detected by W . Namely, there exists a non-degenerate
point w P pCˆqn satisfying the equation (1.2.2) such that the corresponding




In Chapter 4 we extend the potential function to a representation that is not
necessarily boundary parabolic. Precisely, we define a generalized potential func-
tion
Wpw,mq “Wpw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wn,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mhq,
where h is the number of the components of L, and show that it satisfies anal-
ogous properties, Theorems 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, to the potential function W .
We enumerate the components of L by 1 ď i ď h and let µi and λi be a
meridian and the canonical longitude of each component, respectively.







“ 1 for all 1 ď j ď n (1.2.3)
corresponds to a representation ρw,m : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq up to conjugation
such that the eigenvalues of ρw,mpµiq are mi and m
´1
i up to sign for all 1 ď i ď h.
Theorem 1.2.2. Let ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq be a representation such that
ρpµiq ‰ ˘I for all 1 ď i ď h. If ρ admits a SLp2,Cq-lifting, then there exists
a non-degenerate point pw,mq satisfying the equation (1.2.3) such that the
corresponding representation ρw,m agrees with ρ up to conjugation.
We remark that such a non-degenerate point pw,mq can be explicitly con-
structed from a given representation ρ. See Examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. We also
stress that the assumption on SLp2,Cq-lifting does not restrict too many cases.
For instance, if trpρpµiqq ‰ 0 for all 1 ď i ď h, then ρ admits a lifting. In partic-
ular, any boundary parabolic representation has a lifting. Also, if L is a knot,
then any representation ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq admits a lifting.
For κ “ pr1, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh, shq we denote by Nκ the manifold obtained from N
by Dehn-filling that kills the curve rjµj ` sjλj on each boundary torus where
7
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prj , sjq is either a pair of coprime integers or the symbol 8 meaning that we do
not fill Σj .
Let ρ : π1pNκq Ñ PSLp2,Cq be a representation. If Nκ has a cusp, we
assume that ρ is boundary parabolic so that the complex volume of ρ are well-
defined. Regarding ρ as a representation from π1pNq by compositing the inclu-




trpρpµiqq “ ˘2, trpρpλiqq “ ˘2 for pri, siq “ 8
ρpµrii λ
si
i q “ ˘I for pri, siq ‰ 8.
(1.2.4)
If we assume that ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq admits a SLp2,Cq-lifting and
ρpµiq ‰ ˘I for all 1 ď i ď h, then by Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 there exists a
non-degenerate point pw,mq such that ρw,m “ ρ up to conjugation where mi is
an eigenvalue of ρpµiq. It follows from the equation (1.2.4) that for pri, siq ‰ 8
we have mrii l
si
i “ ˘1 and thus rilogmi` silog li ” 0 in modulo πi where li is an
eigenvalue of ρpλiq. From coprimeness of the pair pri, siq, there are integers ui
and vi satisfying
rilogmi ` silog li ` πipriui ` siviq “ 0.
Theorem 1.2.3. The complex volume of ρ : π1pNκq Ñ PSLp2,Cq is given by
iVolCpρq ”W0pw,mq mod π2Z
where the function W0pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wn,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mhq is defined by




























Let D be a braid of length n and width m. Hikami and Inoue [HI15] consid-
ered n ` 1 cluster variables x1,x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xn`1, each of which consists of 3m ` 1
variables, and related two consecutive cluster variables xi and xi`1 (1 ď i ď n)




¨ ¨ ¨σεnkn , where σki denotes the standard generator of the m-
braid group and εi “ ˘1, then we have
x2 “ Rε1k1px
1q, x3 “ Rε2k2px
2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn`1 “ Rεnknpx
nq.
We refer to [HI15] for details.
Definition 1.3.1. The initial cluster variable x1 P C3m`1 is called a solution if
x1 “ xn`1.
Recall that the space S3zpK Y tp, quq admits a decomposition into ideal
octahedra, where K is the knot represented by D and p ‰ q P S3 are two points
not in K. See, for instance, [Thu99], [Wee05], or Section 5.1.1. Dividing each
ideal octahedron into four ideal tetrahedra (as in Figure 4 of [HI15]), Hikami and
Inoue proved that a non-degenerate solution (see Definition 5.1.1) determines
the shape parameter of each ideal tetrahedron so that these tetrahedra satisfy




3zpK Y tp, quqq Ñ PSLp2,Cq
up to conjugation from a non-degenerate solution x1.
Conjecture 1.3.1. [HI15, Conjecture 3.2] Let D be a braid presentation of a
hyperbolic knot K. Then there exists a non-degenerate solution x1 such that
the induced representation ρx1 is geometric, i.e., discrete and faithful.
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Remark 1.3.1. In this thesis, we shall divide an ideal octahedron into five
tetrahedra, rather than four (see Figure 5.2). A non-degenerate solution, imply-
ing the non-degeneracy of the ideal tetrahedra, thus requires a slightly different
condition (see Definition 5.1.1) from [HI15]. Henceforth, by a non-degenerate
solution we mean a solution that satisfies the condition in Definition 5.1.1. We
stress that this change of an ideal triangulation is essential for the existence of
a non-degenerate solution (see Remark 5.2.1).
The main purpose of Chapter 5 is to analyze the above conjecture. In partic-
ular, we prove the following, which is a consequence of the more general results
Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 below.
Theorem 1.3.1. Conjecture 1.3.1 holds if and only if the length of the braid is
odd.
Note that one can always make the braid length odd by adding a kink if
necessary.
1.3.1 Overview
Let M be a compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and G be either
PSLp2,Cq or SLp2,Cq. Recall that a representation ρ : π1pMq Ñ G is boundary-
parabolic if it maps peripheral subgroups to conjugates of the subgroup P of
G consisting of upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal. We shall
sometimes call such ρ a pG,P q-representation.
A representation π1pMq Ñ PSLp2,Cq may or may not lift to SLp2,Cq and
the obstruction to lifting is a class in H2pM ; t˘1uq. Also, a boundary-parabolic
PSLp2,Cq-representation may lift to an SLp2,Cq-representation which is not
boundary-parabolic. The obstruction to lifting a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation
ρ to a pSLp2,Cq, P q-representation is a class, called the obstruction class of ρ,
in H2pM, BM ; t˘1uq [GTZ15, GGZ15]. Note that the image of this class in
H2pM ; t˘1uq is the obstruction to lifting ρ to SLp2,Cq. If M “ S3zνpKq, where
10
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νpKq denotes a small open regular neighborhood of a knot K, then we have
H2pM, BM ; t˘1uq » t˘1u. Therefore, the obstruction class of a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-
representation ρ : π1pMq Ñ PSLp2,Cq can be viewed as an element of t˘1u.
Theorem 1.3.2. Let D be a braid of a knot K (not necessarily hyperbolic).
Then the obstruction class of ρx1 induced from a non-degenerate solution x
1 is
p´1qn where n is the length of D.
The obstruction class of the geometric representation of a hyperbolic knot is
non-trivial. This follows from the fact that any lift of the geometric representa-
tion maps a longitude to an element with trace ´2 (see e.g. [Cal06], [MFP`12,
§3.2] and also Proposition 2.2.1 below). Hence, Theorem 1.3.2 shows that having
odd braid length is necessary for Conjecture 1.3.1 to hold. The fact that this is
also sufficient follows from the result below, which is proved in Section 5.2.2.
Theorem 1.3.3. Let D be a braid of a knot K (not necessarily hyperbolic) and
ρ : π1pS
3zKq Ñ PSLp2,Cq be a non-trivial boundary-parabolic representation.
If the obstruction class of ρ is p´1qn, where n is the length of D, then there
exists a non-degenerate solution x1 such that the induced representation ρx1
coincides with ρ up to conjugation.
We remark that the solution can be constructed explicitly when ρ is given






Let X be a topological space equipped with a polyhedral decomposition. We
denote by Xi the set of oriented i-cells (unoriented when i “ 0). For an oriented
1-cell e P X1 we denote by ´e the same edge e with its opposite orientation.
Let G be a group. The set CipX;Gq of all set maps from Xi to G forms a
group with the operation naturally induced from G. We call σ P C1pX;Gq a
cocycle if (i) σpeqσp´eq “ 1 for all e P X1; (ii) σpe1qσpe2q ¨ ¨ ¨σpemq “ 1 for each
face f of X where e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , em are the boundary edges of the face in the cyclic
order determined by a choice of orientation of f . We denote by Z1pX;Gq the
set of all cocycles.
The group C0pX;Gq acts on Z1pX;Gq as follows:
Z1pX;Gq ˆ C0pX;Gq Ñ Z1pX;Gq, pσ, τq ÞÑ στ
where στ : X1 Ñ G is given by στ peq “ τpvq´1σpeqτpwq for e P X1, where v
and w are the initial and terminal vertices of e, respectively. The following fact
is well-known (see e.g. [Zic09, Neu04]).
12
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Proposition 2.1.1. The orbit space H1pX;Gq :“ Z1pX;Gq{C0pX;Gq has a
natural bijection with the set of all conjugacy classes of representations π1pXq Ñ
G.
Note that if G is abelian, H1pM ;Gq is canonically isomorphic to the usual
cellular cohomology group with the coefficient G.
2.2 Obstruction classes
Let N be an oriented compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary. We fix an
ideal triangulation of the interior of N . This endows N with a decomposition
into truncated tetrahedra whose triangular faces triangulate BN . A truncated
tetrahedron is a polyhedron obtained from a tetrahedron by chopping off a small
neighborhood of each vertex. We denote by N i and BN i the set of the oriented
i-cells (unoriented when i “ 0) of N and BN , respectively. We call an edge of
BN a short edge and call an edge of N not in BN a long edge; see Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: A truncated tetrahedron
Let G be either SLp2,Cq or PSLp2,Cq and P be the subgroup of G con-
sisting of upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal. We denote by
CipN, BN ;G,P q the subset of CipN ;Gq consisting of σ P CipN ;Gq satisfying
σpxq P P for all x P BN i. We let
Z1pN, BN ;G,P q “ Z1pN ;Gq X C1pN, BN ;G,P q,
H1pN, BN ;G,P q “ Z1pN, BM ;G,P q{C0pN, BN ;G,P q.
13
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An element of Z1pN, BN ;G,P q is called a pG,P q-cocycle. One can easily check
that every pG,P q-representation (see Definition 2.2.1 below) can be represented
by a pG,P q-cocycle. We refer to [Zic09, GTZ15] for details.
Definition 2.2.1. A representation ρ : π1pNq Ñ G is called a pG,P q-representation
if it maps π1pΣq to the conjugates of P for every component Σ of BN .
From the central extension 1 Ñ t˘1u Ñ SLp2,Cq Ñ PSLp2,Cq Ñ 1, we
obtain exact sequences (the standard proof of exactness still works in low degree
even though the terms are only sets, not groups)
H1pN ; SLp2,Cqq Ñ H1pN ; PSLp2,Cqq Ñ H2pN ; t˘1uq and
H1pN, BN ; SLp2,Cq, P q Ñ H1pN, BN ; PSLp2,Cq, P q δÑ H2pN, BN ; t˘1uq.
The latter sequence tells us that a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation ρ admits an
pSLp2,Cq, P q-lifting if and only if δpρq P H2pN, BN ; t˘1uq vanishes, where we
view ρ as a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-cocycle. We refer to δpρq as the obstruction class
of ρ. Note that it does not depend on the choice of a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-cocycle
representing ρ.
When N is a knot exterior in S3, the obstruction class can be directly
computed as follows. Recall that in this case we have H2pN ; t˘1uq “ 0 and
H2pN, BN ; t˘1uq – t˘1u; in particular, any PSLp2,Cq-representation admits
an SLp2,Cq-lifting.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let N be a knot exterior in S3. Then the obstruction class
of a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation ρ, viewed as an element ofH2pN, BN ; t˘1uq »
t˘1u, coincides with half of trprρpλqq where rρ : π1pNq Ñ is any lifting of ρ and
λ is the canonical longitude of the knot.
Proof. Considering any Wirtinger presenation of π1pNq, it is easy to check
that ρ has only two SLp2,Cq-liftings rρ` and rρ´ such that trprρ`pµqq “ 2 and
trprρ´pµqq “ ´2, respectively, where µ is a meridian of the knot. Since π1pBNq is
14
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an abelian group generated by µ and λ, ρ admits an pSLp2,Cq, P q-lifting if and
only if trprρ`pλqq “ 2. Therefore, by definition the obstruction class δpρq P t˘1u
coincides with half of trprρ`pλqq. On the other hand, the canonical longitude λ
is in the commutator subgroup of π1pNq and thus it should be expressed in




Based on the work of Neumann [Neu04], Zickert [Zic09] gave an efficient for-
mula for computing the complex volume of a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation of a
compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary. In this chapter, we give a brief
review on [Neu04] (Section 3.1) and extend the formula of Zickert to an arbi-
trary PSLp2,Cq-representation (Section 3.2). This shall allow us to compute the
complex volume of a PSLp2,Cq-representation of a closed 3-manifold obtained
from Dehn filling.
3.1 Formulas of Neumann
We first recall theorems in [Neu04] that we need for our main theorem of this
chapter.
Let N be an oriented compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and
let T be an ideal triangulation of the interior of N with n ideal tetrahedra
∆1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,∆n. Following [Neu04], we assume that each ∆j has a vertex-ordering
so that these orderings agree on the common faces. We say that ∆j is positively
oriented if the orientation of ∆j induced from the vertex-ordering agrees with the
orientation of N ; ∆j is negatively oriented, otherwise. We let εj “ ˘1 according
to this orientation of ∆j .
16
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Recall that an ideal tetrahedron with mutually distinct vertices, say z0, z1, z2, z3 P
BH3, is determined up to isometry by the cross-ratio
z “ rz0 : z1 : z2 : z3s :“
pz0 ´ z3qpz1 ´ z2q
pz0 ´ z2qpz1 ´ z3q
P Czt0, 1u
where the cross-ratio at each edge is given by one of z, z1 :“ 11´z , and z
2 :“ 1´ 1z .



















Figure 3.1: Cross-ratios and log-parameters
Definition 3.1.1 ([Neu04]). A flattening of an ideal tetrahedron with the shape








α0 “ log z ` pπi
α1 “ ´log p1´ zq ` qπi
α2 “ ´log z ` log p1´ zq ´ pp` qqπi
for some p, q P Z. Alternatively, a flattening is a triple α “ pα0, α1, α2q P C3
satisfying α0 ` α1 ` α2 “ 0 and
α0 ” log z, α1 ” log z1, α2 ” log z2
in modulo πi.
We refer to the complex numbers α0, α1, and α2 as log-parameters and assign
each of them to an edge accordingly as in Figure 3.1. Remark that a flatten-
17
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ing α “ pα0, α1, α2q determines and is determined by another triple pz; p, qq
(see [Neu04, Lemma 3.2]). We thus often write the flattening α in either way:
pα0, α1, α2q or pz; p, qq.
A closed path in the interior of N is called a normal path if it meets no edges
of any ∆j and crosses faces only transversally. When a normal path passes
through ∆j , we may assume that up to homotopy it enters and departs at
different faces of ∆j so that there is a unique edge of ∆j between these faces.
See, for instance, Figures 3.7 and 3.9. We say that the path passes this edge.
By the sum of log-parameters along a normal path, we mean the signed-sum of
log-parameters over all edges that the path passes. We refer to [Neu04] for the
signed-sum convention. In particular, when a normal path winds an edge of T
as in Figure 3.7, such a sum is called the sum of log-parameters around the edge.
Theorem 3.1.1 ([Neu04]). Suppose that the interior of N decomposes into
n ideal tetrahedra ∆1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,∆n. Then for any collection of flattenings αj of ∆j
satisfying
• parity condition : parity along each normal path is zero;
• edge condition : the sum of log-parameters around each edge of T is zero;
• cusp condition : the sum of log-parameters along any normal path in the








where ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq is a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation induced from
the flattenings and R denotes the extended Rogers dilogarithm;
Rpz; p, qq “ Li2pzq `
πi
2
pp log p1´ zq ` q log zq `
1
2
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Theorem 3.1.1 extends to a Dehn-filled manifold as Theorem 3.1.2 below.
We denote the components of BN by Σ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Σh and assume that each com-
ponent Σj is a torus with a fixed meridian µj and longitude λj . For κ “
pr1, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh, shq we denote by Nκ the manifold obtained from N by perform-
ing the Dehn filling that kills the curve rjµj ` sjλj on each Σj , where prj , sjq
is either a pair of coprime integers or the symbol 8 meaning that we do not fill
Σj .
Theorem 3.1.2. [Neu04, Theorem 14.7] Let Nκ be a Dehn-filled manifold ob-
tained from N . Then for any collection of flattenings αj of ∆j satisfying
• parity condition : parity along each normal path is zero;
• edge condition : the sum of log-parameters around each edge of T is zero;
• cusp condition : the sum of log-parameters along any normal path in the
neighborhood of an ideal vertex of T that represents an unfilled cusp is
zero;
• Dehn-filling condition : the sum of log-parameters along any normal path
in the neighborhood of an ideal vertex of T that represents a filled cusp is
zero if the path is null-homotopic in the added torus,







3.2 Deformed Ptolemy varieties
Let N be an oriented compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary. Let T
be an ideal triangulation of the interior of N . Recall that this endows N with
a decomposition into truncated tetrahedra whose triangular faces triangulate
19
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BN (see Figure 2.1). We denote by X1 the set of oriented 1-cells of X where
X “ BN,N , and T. An edge e P N1 is called a short-edge if e P BN1; a long-edge
otherwise. We shall confuse an edge e P T1 with a long-edge of N in a natural
way.
A cocycle φ P Z1pN ; SLp2,Cqq is called a natural cocycle if φpeq is of the
counter-diagonal form for all long-edges e and is of the upper-triangular form for
all short-edges e. Note that the term ‘natural’ is followed from [GTZ15, GGZ15].
A natural cocycle φ corresponds to a pair of assignments σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ and

























for all short-edges e.
(3.2.2)
We call cpeq a short edge parameter or a long-edge parameter according to an
edge e. Note that (i) cp´eq “ ´cpeq for all e P N1; (ii) each long-edge parameter
is non-zero; (iii) the assignment σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ should be a cocycle, regarding
Cˆ as the multiplicative group. We refer to σ as the boundary cocycle of φ.
Proposition 3.2.1. We consider a hexagonal face of N and denote the edges





































Proof. The cocycle condition φpl1qφps12qφpl2qφps23qφpl3qφps31q “ I is equiva-
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We directly obtain the equation (3.2.3) by comparing the entries of the above
two matrices.
The above proposition tells us that every short-edge parameter is non-zero
and is uniquely determined by the boundary cocycle σ and long-edge parameters.
Proposition 3.2.2. We consider a truncated tetrahedron of N and denote the
long-edges as in Figure 3.3. We also denote by sij the short-edge running from
li to lj as in Figure 3.3. Then φ satisfies cocycle condition for all triangular faces












We call the equation (3.2.4) the σ-deformed Ptolemy equation.
Proof. The cocycle condition φps23qφps34q “ φps24q for the top triangular face is
equivalent to cps24q “ σps23qcps34q ` σps34q
´1cps23q. Replacing three short-edge
21











Figure 3.3: A truncated tetrahedron of N
parameters cps34q, cps23q, and cps24q by σ and cpliq through Proposition 3.2.1,
we obtain the equation (3.2.4):




























We compute similarly for other three triangular faces, each of which results in
the same equation (3.2.4).
Definition 3.2.1. The σ-deformed Ptolemy variety, denoted by PσpTq, for σ P
Z1pBN ;Cˆq is the set of all assignments c : T1 Ñ Cˆ satisfying ´cpeq “ cp´eq
for all e P T1 and the σ-deformed Ptolemy equation (3.2.4) for each ideal tetra-
hedron of T.









φ P Z1pN ; SLp2,Cqq
+
(3.2.5)
In particular, PσpTq corresponds to the set of all natural cocycles whose bound-
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ary cocycle is σ.
Remark 3.2.1. When σ is trivial, i.e. σpeq “ 1 for all e P BN1, the σ-deformed
Ptolemy variety PσpTq reduces to the Ptolemy variety defined in [GTZ15]. This
interprets PσpTq as a generalization of the Ptolemy variety.
Recall that any (natural) cocycle determines a SLp2,Cq-representation of




PσpTq Ñ Hompπ1pNq,SLp2,Cqq{Conj, c ÞÑ ρc.








up to conjugation for all γ P π1pΣq. Note that one can discard conjugation
ambiguity of ρc by fixing a base point of π1pNq, while the homomorphism σΣ :
π1pΣq Ñ Cˆ has no conjugation ambiguity from the first (since the group Cˆ
is commutative).
3.2.1 Isomorphisms
Recall that two cocycles σ, σ1 P Z1pBN ;Cˆq give the same homomorphism on
each component of BN if and only if σ1 “ στ for some τ P C0pBN ;Cˆq. In the
case, we define a map
Φ : PσpTq Ñ Pστ pTq, c ÞÑ c
τ
by cτ peq “ τpv1q τpv2q cpeq for all e P T
1 where v1 and v2 P N
0 are the endpoints
of e, viewed as a long-edge of N .
Proposition 3.2.3. Φ is a well-defined isomorphism.
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Proof. Note that στ1τ2 “ pστ1qτ2 for any τ1, τ2 P C
0pBN ;Cˆq. We thus may
assume that τ P C0pBN ;Cˆq is trivial except on a single vertex x P BN0.
Suppose x is the initial vertex of the long-edge l3 as in Figure 3.3. Then, in the
equation (3.2.4), only two terms σps23q and σps34q are affected by the τ -action:
στ ps23q “ σps23qτpxq and σ
τ ps34q “ τpxq
´1σps34q. Multiplying τpxq to both


























Recall that cτ pliq “ cpliq for i P t1, 2, 4, 5, 6u and c
τ pl3q “ τpxqcpl3q. On the
other hand, the inverse τ´1 P C0pBN ;Cˆq (as a group element) exactly gives
the inverse morphism of Φ.
Proposition 3.2.4. The following diagram commutes:
PσpTq




Proof. Let φc and φcτ P Z
1pN ; SLp2,Cqq be the natural cocycles corresponding
to c P PσpTq and Φpcq “ c
τ P Pστ pTq, respectively. Let τ̂ P C
0pN ; SLp2,Cqq be






for all v P N0 “ BN0. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3, we may assume that
τ̂ is trivial except at the single vertex x as in Figure 3.3. The following equations
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for Figure 3.3. Therefore, the induced homomorphisms ρc and ρcτ agree up to
conjugation.
The cocycle στ coincides with σ if and only if τ P C0pBN ;Cˆq is constant
on each component of BN . In this case, the map Φ induces a pCˆqh-action on
PσpTq, called the diagonal action [GGZ15, Zic16], where h is the number of the
components of BN . Precisely, enumerating the components of BN by Σ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Σh,
we have
pCˆqh ˆ PσpTq Ñ PσpTq, ppz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zhq, cq ÞÑ pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zhq ¨ c,
where pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zhq ¨ c : T
1 Ñ Cˆ is defined by ppz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zhq ¨ cqpeq “ zizj cpeq
where i and j (possibly i “ j) are the indices of the components of BN joined
by e.
Definition 3.2.2. The reduced σ-deformed Ptolemy variety P σpTq is the quo-
tient of PσpTq by the diagonal action.
Example 3.2.1. Let N be the knot exterior of the figure-eight knot in S3. It is
known that the interior of N can be decomposed into two ideal tetrahedra ∆1
and ∆2 [Thu78]. We denote the long edges by l1 and l2, and the short-edges by
s1, s2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s12 as in Figure 3.4. We choose a meridian µ and a longitude λ of the
25
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∆1 : ∆2 :
s5

















Figure 3.5: The boundary torus
Let Σ be the boundary torus of N . We choose a boundary cocycle σ P
Z1pΣ;Cˆq for M,L P Cˆ as follows so that the induced homomorphism σΣ :
π1pΣq Ñ Cˆ satisfies σΣpµq “ M and σΣpλq “ L: σps4q “ σps7q “ σps10q “ 1,
σps2q “ σps5q “ σps8q “ σps11q “ M , σps6q “ σps9q “ σps12q “ M
´1, σps1q “
L´1M´2, and σps3q “ LM .
The σ-deformed Ptolemy variety PσpTq is given by the set of all assignments








∆2 : cpl1qcpl2q “ cpl2q
2 ´ Lcpl1q
2
(with cp´liq “ ´cpliq). The reduced σ-deformed Ptolemy variety P σpTq can be
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identified with the set of all z “ cpl1qcpl2q P C
ˆ satisfying
L´1M´2 ` z ´M2z2 “ 0 and 1´ z ´ Lz2 “ 0.
Taking the resultant of these two quadratic equations to eliminate z, we obtain
L´ LM2 ´M4 ´ 2LM4 ´ L2M4 ´ LM6 ` LM8 “ 0 (3.2.7)
which is the A-polynomial of the figure-eight knot [CCG`94]. It is clear that
the pair pM,Lq should satisfy the equation (3.2.7), otherwise PσpTq shall be
empty.
3.2.2 Pseudo-developing maps
Recall that N is a compact 3-manifold with non-empty boundary and T is an
ideal triangulation of the interior of N . Let rN be the universal cover of N and
let pN be a topological space obtained from rN by collapsing each boundary
component to a point. We call these points the vertices of pN . The lifting of T
to the interior of rN induces the notion of long edges and short edges of rN , and
also the notion of edges of pN .
We fix a base point x0 of π1pNq in N
0 together with its lifting rx0 in rN
0 so
as to fix the π1pNq-action on pN .
Definition 3.2.3. A pair pD, ρq of a map D : pN Ñ H3 and a representation
ρ : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq is called a pseudo-developing map if
• D is ρ-equivariant, i.e. Dpγ ¨ xq “ ρpγqDpxq for all γ P π1pNq and x P pN ;
• D sends all vertices of pN to BH3;
• Dpv1q ‰ Dpv2q for every pair of vertices v1 and v2 joined by an edge of pN .
Note that if pD, ρq is a pseudo-developing map, then pgD, gρg´1q is also a
pseudo-developing map for any g P. We say that two pseudo-developing maps
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pD1, ρ1q and pD2, ρ2q are equivalent if ρ2 “ gρ1g
´1 and D2 coincides with gD1
only on the vertices of pN for some g P SLp2,Cq. We denote the equivalence class
of pD, ρq by rD, ρs. We refer to [Zic09] for details.
In this subsection, we clarify a relationship between natural cocycles and
pseudo-developing maps. We first construct an intermediate object, called a
decoration (cf. [Zic09, Definition 3.1]).
Definition 3.2.4. A pair pψ, ρq of an assignment ψ : rN0 Ñ C2 and a represen-
tation ρ : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq is called a decoration if










“ 0 if v1 and v2 are joined by a short-edge of rN ,
where an element of C2 is viewed as a column vector. Note that the second
condition implies that ψpvq should be non-zero for all v P rN0.
We first construct a correspondence
#
natural cocycles
φ P Z1pN ; SLp2,Cqq
+
Ñ tdecorations pψ, ρqu {„ (3.2.8)
where the equivalence relation „ in the right-hand side is defined by pψ, ρq „
pgψ, gρg´1q for g P SLp2,Cq. We denote the equivalence class of pψ, ρq by rψ, ρs.
Since the base point of π1pNq is fixed, a natural cocycle φ P Z
1pN ; SLp2,Cqq
induces a unique homomorphism ρ : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq without conjugation
ambiguity. We denote by φr P Z1p rN ; SLp2,Cqq the cocycle obtained by lifting φ.
We then consider an assignment φVr P C
0p rN ; SLp2,Cqq satisfying
φVr prx0q “ I and φrpeq “ φVr pv1q
´1 φVr pv2q (3.2.9)
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for all e P rN1, where v1 and v2 denote the initial and terminal vertices of
e, respectively. Such an assignment φVr exists uniquely and is by definition ρ-
equivariant. Finally, we define ψ : rN0 Ñ C2 by the first column part of φVr ,
i.e.





for all x P rN0. From the facts that φVr is ρ-equivariant and φ is a natural cocycle,
the pair pψ, ρq is a decoration. We define the correspondence (3.2.8) by sending
φ to rψ, ρs.
Proposition 3.2.5. The correspondence φ ÞÑ rψ, ρs is surjective.
Proof. Let pψ, ρq be any decoration. We define φVr P C







for all x P rN0, where x1 is another vertex of rN connected with x by a long-edge.
The second condition of decoration guarantees detpψpxq, ψpx1qq ‰ 0. Since ψ is ρ-
equivariant, so is φVr . We define φr P Z
1p rN ; SLp2,Cqq by φrpeq “ φVr pv1q´1 φVr pv2q
for all e P rN1, where v1 and v2 denote the initial and terminal vertices of e,
respectively. Then it satisfies
φrpγ ¨ eq “ φVr pγ ¨ v1q






for all γ P π1pNq and e P rN
1. Therefore, we obtain φ P Z1pN ; SLp2,Cqq by
projecting φr to N . One can check that φ is a natural cocycle and hence the
correspondence (3.2.8) is surjective.
Remark 3.2.2. Let pψ, ρq be a decoration and let c P PσpTq be a corresponding
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element under the correspondences (3.2.5) and (3.2.8). Then σ and c can be









if e is a long-edge.
where v1 and v2 are the initial and terminal vertices of any lifting of e, respec-
tively. Note that pψ, ρq and pgψ, gρg´1q determine the same σ and c.
We now construct a pseudo-developing map pD, ρq from a decoration pψ, ρq.
For a non-zero C “ pc1, c2q
t P C2 let hpCq “ c1{c2 P C Y t8u “ BH3. We first
define a map D : pN Ñ H3 on each vertex v of pN by
Dpvq “ h pψpxqq (3.2.10)
where x P rN0 is arbitrarily chosen in the link of v. The well-definedness of
D follows from the fact that hpC1q “ hpC2q if and only if detpC1, C2q “ 0
for non-zero C1 and C2 P C2. Also, recall the third condition in the definition
of a decoration. Furthermore, the first and second conditions of a decoration
guarantee the first and third conditions in Definition 3.2.3, respectively. Now we
extend D over the higher dimensional cells in order. See [CS83, §4.5]. Such an
extension is unique up to the equivalence relation. This defines a correspondence






by sending rψ, ρs to rD, ρs.
Proposition 3.2.6. The above correspondence rψ, ρs ÞÑ rD, ρs is surjective.
Proof. Let pD, ρq be a pseudo-developing map. Since π1pNq acts freely on rN
0,
there exists a ρ-equivariant assignment ψ : rN0 Ñ C2 satisfying the equation
(3.2.10) for every pair of a vertex v of pN and x P rN0 contained in the link of v.
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Then the pair pψ, ρq should be automatically a decoration, so the correspondence
(3.2.11) is surjective.








φ P ZpN ; SLp2,Cqq
+






Whenever we choose c P PσpTq, each ideal tetrahedron ∆j of T admits a non-
degenerated hyperbolic structure.
Proposition 3.2.7. The cross-ratio rp∆j , l3q of ∆j at the edge l3 is






where li’s denote the edges of ∆j as in Figure 3.6 and sik denotes the short-edge














Figure 3.6: An ideal tetrahedron with its truncation
Proof. We choose any lifting of ∆j in rN and identify it with its developing
image. We denote its vertices by v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , v4 as in Figure 3.6. We choose a vertex
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xi P rN
0 in the link of vi as in Figure 3.6. We may assume φVr px1q “ I, so





“ 8. From the equation (3.2.9), we have


























. Similarly, we obtain Dpv3q “ 0 and Dpv4q “ σps34qcps34q.
Then the cross-ratio rp∆j , l3q is given by
“









Recall that the cross-ratio rA : B : C : Ds “ pA´DqpB´Cq
pA´CqpB´Dq . The equation (3.2.12)
is obtained from the above equation by replacing cps23q and cps34q through
Proposition 3.2.1.
Remark 3.2.3. These cross-ratios automatically satisfy the gluing equations
for T. Namely, the product of the cross-ratios around each edge of T is equal to
1. Furthermore, they are invariant under the isomorphism Φ.
3.3 Flattenings
Let σ P Z1pBN ;Cˆq and c P PσpTq. In order to consider log-parameters, we
consider an edge of T without its orientation. However, the vertex-ordering
endows each unoriented edge l with an orientation, so cplq is well-defined without
sign-ambiguity.
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where l1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l6 are now regarded as unoriented edges. Zickert showed that tak-
ing a “logarithm” of the above equations gives a nice flattening. However, we can
not directly apply it to our case, since it won’t give a flattening. Remark that
log ˝ σ : BN1 Ñ C may not be a cocycle (cf. Equations (3.3.15) and (3.3.16)).
We therefore consider the followings sets:
A “
 








bj : π1pΣjq Ñ C homomorphism
such that bj ” log ˝ σΣj pmod πiq
+
It is clear that paΣ1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , aΣhq P B for all a P A. Recall that aΣj : π1pΣjq Ñ C de-
notes the homomorphism induced from the cocycle a P A. The set B can be iden-
tified with Z2h, where pu1, v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uh, vhq P Z2h corresponds to b “ pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bhq P
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B given by
bjpµjq “ logσΣj pµjq ` ujπi and bjpλjq “ logσΣj pλjq ` vjπi
for all 1 ď j ď h. Recall that π1pΣjq is an abelian group generated by µj and
λj .
Proposition 3.3.1. The map ι : A Ñ B, a ÞÑ paΣ1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , aΣhq is surjective. In
particular, A is non-empty.
Proof. Let b “ pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bhq P B. We define a : BN1 Ñ C on each component
Σj of BN as follows. We choose a spanning tree T on Σj . For each unoriented
edge e of T we choose any orientation of e and define apeq :“ logσpeq and
ap´eq :“ ´logσpeq. For an oriented edge e0 of Σj not in T let e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , em be
oriented edges of T such that together with e0 they form a unique cycle γ in
T Y te0u. We define
ape0q :“ bjpγq ´ ape1q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ apemq.
Note that ape0q ” logσΣj pγq ´ logσpe1q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ logσpemq ” logσpe0q in modulo
πi. One can check that a is a cocycle satisfying ιpaq “ b P B from the fact that
the cycle γ forms a fundamental cycle basis.
We define a flattening αjpc, aq of each ideal tetrahedron ∆j of T (depending
on the choice of c P PσpTq and a P A) by defining log parameters α0j , α1j , and
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α0j “ log cpl1q ` log cpl4q ´ log cpl2q ´ log cpl5q
`aps12q ` aps45q ´ aps24q ´ aps51q,
α1j “ log cpl2q ` log cpl5q ´ log cpl3q ´ log cpl6q
`aps53q ` aps26q ´ aps32q ´ aps65q,
α2j “ log cpl3q ` log cpl6q ´ log cpl1q ´ log cpl4q
`aps64q ` aps31q ´ aps43q ´ aps16q
(3.3.15)




























α0j “ log cpl2q ` log cpl5q ´ log cpl1q ´ log cpl4q
`aps24q ` aps51q ´ aps12q ´ aps45q,
α1j “ log cpl1q ` log cpl4q ´ log cpl3q ´ log cpl6q
`aps43q ` aps16q ´ aps64q ´ aps31q
α2j “ log cpl3q ` log cpl6q ´ log cpl2q ´ log cpl5q
`aps32q ` aps65q ´ aps53q ´ aps26q
(3.3.16)





α2j “ 0 and α
0
j ” log zj , α
1




j ” log z
2
j in modulo πi, since a P A is a
cocycle that agrees with log ˝ σ in modulo πi.
Following Theorem 3.1.2 (cf. the equation (3.1.1)), we define the map





Proposition 3.3.2. Ψpc, aq “ Ψpc, a1q if ιpaq “ ιpa1q P B.
Proof. Since a and a1 induce the same element of B, there exists θ P C0pBN ;Cq
satisfying a1 “ aθ. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3, we may assume that θ
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is trivial except on a single vertex x0 and θpx0q “ πi. Let l0 be the long-edge of
N having x0 as an endpoint, and ∆1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,∆m be the tetrahedra of T containing
l0. Let αjpc, aq “ pzj ; pj , qjq and αjpc, a




jq be the flattenings of ∆j
given by the equation (3.3.15) or (3.3.16), where zj is the shape parameter of ∆j
at l0. One can check that p
1
j “ pj and q
1
j “ qj ` 1 for all 1 ď j ď m. Therefore,
we have















j ” 0 mod π
2Z.
For the last equality we use Remark 3.2.3.
We therefore obtain the induced map, also denoted by Ψ,
Ψ : PσpTq ˆ BÑ C{π2Z
by defining Ψpc, bq :“ Ψpc, aq for any a P A such that ιpaq “ b P B.
3.3.1 Main theorem
Recall that for κ “ pr1, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh, shq the manifold Nκ is obtained from N by
performing a Dehn filling that kills the curve rjµj ` sjλj on each Σj , where
prj , sjq is either a pair of coprime integers or the symbol 8 meaning that we do
not fill Σj .
Let c P PσpTq such that the representation ρc : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq factors
through Nκ as a PSLp2,Cq-representation. If Nκ has a boundary, i.e. pri, siq “ 8
for some i, then we further assume that the induced representation ρc is a
pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation, so that the complex volume of ρc are well-defined.









j q “ ˘I if prj , sjq ‰ 8
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j q “ ˘1 for all prj , sjq ‰ 8.









j q “ 0 for all prj , sjq ‰ 8.
(3.3.17)
Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose that the representation ρc : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq
factors π1pNκq as a PSLp2,Cq-representation and induces a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-
representation ρc : π1pNκq Ñ PSLp2,Cq. Then the complex volume of ρc is
given by




for b “ pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bhq P B satisfying the equation (3.3.17).
Proof. Let a P A satisfying ιpaq “ b and let αjpc, aq be the flattening of ∆j given
by the equation (3.3.15) or (3.3.16). Let us rewrite the equations (3.3.15) and




























α0j “ log cpl1q ´ log cpl2q ´ aps31q ` aps12q ´ aps23q
`log cpl4q ´ log cpl5q ´ aps34q ` aps45q ´ aps53q,
α1j “ log cpl5q ´ log cpl3q ´ aps45q ` aps53q ´ aps34q
`log cpl2q ´ log cpl6q ´ aps42q ` aps26q ´ aps64q,
α2j “ log cpl6q ´ log cpl4q ´ aps26q ` aps64q ´ aps42q
`log cpl3q ´ log cpl1q ´ aps23q ` aps31q ´ aps12q
(3.3.19)
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α0j “ ´log cpl1q ` log cpl2q ` aps31q ´ aps12q ` aps23q
´log cpl4q ` log cpl5q ` aps34q ´ aps45q ` aps53q,
α1j “ ´log cpl6q ` log cpl4q ` aps26q ´ aps64q ` aps42q
´log cpl3q ` log cpl1q ` aps23q ´ aps31q ` aps12q,
α2j “ ´log cpl5q ` log cpl3q ` aps45q ´ aps53q ` aps34q
´log cpl2q ` log cpl6q ` aps42q ´ aps26q ` aps64q
(3.3.20)
for Figure 3.6. Note that each log-parameter in the equations (3.3.19) and
(3.3.20) consists of ten terms, where the first five terms lie on a single face
of ∆j and the other five terms also lie on another face of ∆j .
Claim 1. The sum of log-parameters around each edge of T is zero.
Proof of Claim 1. Let us consider the log-parameters around an edge l0 of T.
We denote edges around l0 by l1, l2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l2m´1, l2m as in Figure 3.7 and denote












Figure 3.7: Log-parameters around an edge l0
Then the sum of log-parameters around l0 is given by
´ log cpl1q ` log cpl2q ´ aps02q ` aps21q ´ aps10q
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` log cpl3q ´ log cpl4q ´ aps03q ` aps34q ´ aps40q
´ log cpl3q ` log cpl4q ´ aps04q ` aps43q ´ aps30q
` log cpl5q ´ log cpl6q ´ aps05q ` aps56q ´ aps60q
¨ ¨ ¨
´ log cpl2m´1q ` log cpl2mq ´ aps0p2mqq ` apsp2mqp2m´1qq ´ apsp2m´1q0q
` log cpl1q ´ log cpl2q ´ aps01q ` aps12q ´ aps20q
and is canceled out to zero, since apsijq “ ´apsjiq.
Claim 2. The sum of log-parameters along a normal path γ in the neighborhood
of an ideal vertex vj of T, corresponding to Σj , is 2bjpγq.
Proof of Claim 2. The proof of [Zic09, Theorem 6.5] exactly tells us that the
sum of log c-terms along γ is canceled out to zero. Therefore we may consider
the sum of a-terms only.
As γ crosses a face, it picks up three a-terms as it enters to the face and also
picks up another three a-terms as it departs the face. More precisely, suppose









Figure 3.8: A normal path crossing a face
enters to the face, it may pass either l1 or l2. From the equations (3.3.19) and
p3.3.20q, one can check that it picks up aps31q ` aps32q ` aps12q if γ passes l1;
aps31q ` aps32q ` aps21q if γ passes l2. Similarly, as γ departs the face, it picks
up aps13q ` aps23q ` aps21q if γ passes l1; aps13q ` aps23q ` aps12q if γ passes l2.
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Summing up the cases, we have 2aps12q if γ passes l1 and l2 in order; 2aps21q if γ
passes l2 and l1 in order; zero, otherwise. Therefore, the sum of a-terms along γ
results in 2bjpγq. See also Figure 3.9. Recall that bj : π1pΣjq Ñ C is the induced








Figure 3.9: Log-parameters along a normal path γ
Claims 1 and 2 tell us that if we choose b P B as in the equation (3.3.17),
then the flattenings αjpc, aq satisfy the edge, cusp, filling conditions in Theorem
3.1.2. Finally, the theorem follows form [Neu04, Lemma 11.3], which says that if
the flattenings αjpc, aq satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1.2 except the parity
condition, then the equation (3.3.18) holds in modulo 12π
2Z.
Remark 3.3.1. As in [Neu04] or [Zic09, Remark 6.7], parity along normal
curves can be viewed as an element of KerpH1pN ;Z{2q Ñ H1pBN ;Z{2qq. There-
fore, if N is a link exterior in the 3-sphere, then we have the trivial kernel and
Theorem 3.3.1 holds also in modulo π2Z.
Example 3.3.1. Let us continue Example 3.2.1 of the figure-eight knot com-
plement. Assigning vertex-orderings of ∆1 and ∆2 as in Figure 3.4, we have
ε1 “ 1 and ε2 “ ´1. To consider κ “ pr, sq-Dehn filling on the knot comple-
ment, we need a pair pM,Lq satisfying M rLs “ 1 and the equation (3.2.7),
the A-polynomial of the knot. Among all the possibilities, we choose one that
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maximizes the volume in order to find the geometric one (see [Thu78, Fra04]).
Using Mathematica, for instance, we choose pM,Lq as follows.
κ pM, Lq pu, vq
p1, 5q p0.840595` 0.007451i, ´0.838678´ 0.607067iq p4, 0q
p2, 5q p0.841492` 0.014849i, ´0.871207´ 0.623622iq p2, 0q
p3, 5q p0.842985` 0.022140i, ´0.906286´ 0.636885iq p´2, 2q
p4, 5q p0.845070` 0.029264i, ´0.721385´ 0.494189iq p1, 0q
For each given pair pM,Lq one can check that PσpTq consists of a single element,
say c : tl1, l2u Ñ C with cpl2q “ 1, up to the diagonal action.
We then need b P B satisfying bpµrλsq “ 0, or equivalently pu, vq P Z2
satisfying
r plogM ` uπiq ` s plogL` vπiq “ 0.
Recall that bpµq “ logM `uπi and bpλq “ logL` vπi. One can check that such
pu, vq is given as in the above table. We also choose a P A satisfying ιpaq “ b
as follows: aps4q “ aps7q “ aps10q “ 0, aps2q “ aps5q “ aps8q “ aps11q “ bpµq,
aps6q “ aps9q “ aps12q “ ´bpµq, aps3q “ ´bpλq` bpµq, and aps1q “ bpλq´2bpµq.
(Compare the definition of a with that of σ in Example 3.2.1.)
Let z1 be the cross-ratio parameter of ∆1 at the edge 12 and z2 be the cross-
ratio. parameter of ∆2 at the edge 03. From Proposition 3.2.12 and the equations















πi rbpλq ` 4bpµq ` 2log cpl1q ´ 2log cpl2q ´ log z1s
q1 “
1
πi r´bpλq ´ 2bpµq ´ log cpl1q ` log cpl2q ` log p1´ z1qs
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πi r´bpλq ` 2log cpl2q ´ 2log cpl1q ´ log z2s
q2 “
1
πi rbpλq ` log cpl1q ´ log cpl2q ` log p1´ z2qs .
Finally, i times the complex volumes are given by Ψpc, bq “ Rpz1; p1, q1q ´
Rpz2; p2, q2q as follows. These complex volumes coincide with the one given by
Snappy in modulo π2Z (see Remark 3.3.1).
κ Ψpc, bq
p1, 5q 1.967879974` 1.918602377i
p2, 5q 5.909776683` 1.919520361i
p3, 5q 3.930060763` 1.921026911i




For a diagram of a link L in S3, Cho and Murakami [CM13] (motivated from
the work of Yokota [Yok02]) defined the potential function whose critical point,
slightly different from the usual sense, corresponds to a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation
of π1pS
3zLq. They proved that the complex volume of such representations can
be computed from the potential function with its partial derivatives. In this
chapter, we extend the potential function to an arbitrary PSLp2,Cq-representation
and, under a mild assumption, we present a combinatorial formula for computing
the complex volume of a PSLp2,Cq-representation of a closed 3-manifold.
4.1 Generalized potential functions
Let L be a link in S3 with h components. Throughout the chapter, we fix an
oriented diagram, denoted also by L, of L. We assume that every component of L
has at least one over-passing and under-passing crossing, respectively, so that we
can consider the octahedral decomposition O of S3zpLY tp, quq where p, q P S3
are two points not in L. Such a decomposition was introduced in [Thu99] and
can be found in several articles, such as [Yok02, Wee05, Cho16a, KKY16]. See
also Section 5.1.2.
We denote the number of the regions of L by n and assign a complex variable
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wj (1 ď j ď n) to each region of L. We let w “ pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq. We also assign
a complex variable mi (1 ď i ď h) to each component of L and let m “
pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mhq. For notational simplicity, we enumerate a region and a component















































































for Figure 4.1(b). We remark that each dilogarithm term of Wc corresponds to

















mα mβ mα mβ
Figure 4.1: Variables around a crossing
Remark 4.1.1. The generalized potential function W reduces to the potential
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function W in [CM13] or [Cho16b] when m1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ mh “ 1.








“ 1 for all 1 ď j ď n. (4.1.1)
(ii) A point pw,mq is said to be non-degenerate if the following five values are







































Theorem 4.1.1 (Theorem 1.2.1). A non-degenerate solution pw,mq corre-
sponds to a representation ρw,m : π1pS
3zLq Ñ PSLp2,Cq such that the eigen-
values of ρw,mpµiq are mi and m
´1
i up to sign for all 1 ď i ď h. Here µi denotes
a meridian of the i-th component of L.
4.1.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1.1
Following [Cho16a], we subdivide each ideal octahedron of O into five ideal
tetrahedra as in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. We denote by T the resulting ideal tri-
angulation of S3zpL Y tp, quq. For a given non-degenerate solution pw,mq we
assign the cross-ratio to each ideal tetrahedron of T as in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
The equation (4.1.2) guarantees that these tetrahedra are non-degenerated. The
product of the cross-ratios around each of edges that are created to divide the
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Figure 4.3: Cross-ratios for Figure 4.1(b)
We now check that the given cross-ratios satisfy the gluing equations for O,
i.e. the product of the cross-ratios around each edge of O is 1. We thus shall
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obtain a representation
ρw,m : π1pS
3zpLY tp, quqq “ π1pS
3zLq Ñ PSLp2,Cq
up to conjugation as a holonomy representation. We note that a similar compu-
tation can be found in [Cho16a] and [KKY16]
Recall that L has n regions, so n´2 crossings, n´2 over-arcs and n´2 under-
arcs. Here an over (resp., under)-arc is a maximal part of L that does not under
(resp., over)-pass a crossing. See Figure 4.4. Recall also that the octahedral
decomposition O has 3n ´ 4 edges; (i) n regional edges corresponding to the
regions; (ii) n ´ 2 over-edges corresponding to the over-arcs; (iii) n ´ 2 under-















(a) Over-arc (b) Under-arc
mimi
Figure 4.4: Over- and under-arcs
Suppose an over-arc of L over-passes m crossings as in Figure 4.4(a). Then
around the corresponding over-edge, there are 4m ` 2 cross-ratios; each of the
over-passed crossings contributes 4 cross-ratios, and two crossings coming from
the ends of the over-arc respectively contributes one cross-ratio (cf. Figure 10

























for Figure 4.4(a). Similarly, the product of cross-ratios around an under-edge is
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Suppose a region of L has m crossings (or corners). The corresponding re-
gional edge is represented by a horizontal edge of the octahedron at each of
these crossings. Therefore, there are 3m cross-ratios around the regional edge.
See Figures 4.2 and 4.3 that three cross-ratios are attached to each horizontal
edge. Let τc,j be the product of cross-ratios coming from a crossing c and at-
tached to the regional edge corresponding to the j-th region. Then it is clear
that the product of the cross-ratios around the regional edge corresponding to




where the product is over all crossings appeared in the j-th region. On the other
hand, τ -values can be directly computed as follows from the cross-ratios given


























wm ´ wjqpmαwm ´ wlq
, τc,j “
pmαwj ´ wkqpmβwj ´ wmq
wkwm ´ wjwl
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holds for any crossing c and any region. It thus follows from the equation (1.2.3)
that the τ -product in the equation (4.1.3) is 1. Namely, the product of the
cross-ratios around each regional edges is 1.
Remark 4.1.2. Rewriting the equation (4.1.1) as the equation (4.1.3), one can




1 ď i ď h.
We finally claim that the eigenvalues of ρw,mpµiq are mi and m
´1
i (up to
sign). Since we assume that each component of L has at least one over-passing
crossing and at least one under-passing crossing, it contains a local diagram
as in Figure 4.5 (left). Then a meridian µi (up to base point) passes through
two ideal tetrahedra coming from the ends as in Figure 4.5 (middle). Therefore,



















Figure 4.5: A meridian
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4.2 Relation with a Ptolemy assignment
Let us briefly recall the notion of a deformed Ptolemy assignment (Section 3.2)
which is the key ingredient for proving Theorems 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.
Replacing each ideal tetrahedron of T by a truncated tetrahedron, we obtain
a compact 3-manifold, say N , whose interior is homeomorphic to S3zpLYtp, quq.
Recall that a truncated tetrahedron is a polyhedron obtained from a tetrahedron
by chopping off a small neighborhood of each vertex; see Figure 3.3. Note that
the boundary BN is triangulated and is consisted of h tori with two spheres. We
denote by N i and BN i the set of the oriented i-cells (unoriented when i “ 0) of
N and BN , respectively. We call an 1-cell of BN a short edge and call an 1-cell
of N not in BN a long edge. We denote by T1 the set of the oriented 1-cells of
T and identify each edge of T with a long-edge of N in a natural way.
An assignment σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ is called a cocycle if (i) σpeqσp´eq “ 1 for all
e P BN1; (ii) σpe1qσpe2qσpe3q “ 1 whenever e1, e2, and e3 bound, respecting an
orientation, a 2-cell in BN . A cocycle σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ induces a homomorphism
π1pΣq Ñ Cˆ on each component Σ of BN . For notational simplicity we denote
all of such homomorphisms by σ.
Definition 4.2.1. For a given cocycle σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ, an assignment c : T1 Ñ













for each ideal tetrahedron ∆ of T. Here li’s denote 1-cells of ∆ and sij denotes
the 1-cell in BN X∆ running from li to lj as in Figure 3.3.
Recall that a σ-deformed Ptolemy assignment c corresponds to an assign-
ment φ : N1 Ñ SLp2,Cq satisfying cocycle condition. It thus corresponds to a
representation ρc : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq up to conjugation. The cocycle φ can be
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where the index k is chosen so that lk and sij lie on the same 2-cell. Also, c
determines the cross-ratio of each ideal tetrahedron of T; see Proposition 3.2.7.






Recall Remark 3.2.3 that these cross-ratios are non-degenerate and satisfy the
gluing equations for T such that the holonomy representation coincides with ρc.
The following proposition shows how a σ-deformed Ptolemy assignment is
related to the variables w and m in Section 4.1. Recall that T has n regional
edges, each of which corresponds to a region of L. We orient these edges so that
their initial points are the same (see Figures 5.5 and 4.8), and denote them by
ej (1 ď j ď n) according to the index of regions. Note that these edges appear
as horizontal edges of an octahedron as in Figure 4.6 (cf. Figure 4.1).
Proposition 4.2.1. Let σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ be a cocycle trivial on the sphere
components. Then for any σ-deformed Ptolemy assignment c : T1 Ñ Cˆ,
pw,mq “
`
cpe1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cpenq, σpµ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σpµhq
˘
is a non-degenerate solution such that ρw,m coincides with ρc, viewed as a
PSLp2,Cq-representation, up to conjugation.
Proof. At each crossing of L, we denote edges of T as in Figure 4.6. We orient
these edges so that they coherent with the vertex-ordering given as in Figure 4.6.
Recall that h2 and h4 are identified in T and so are h2 and h4. We denote by s
ij
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(resp., sij) the short-edge running from h
i to hj (resp., hi to hj). For instance,



































Figure 4.6: Octahedron at a crossing.










By the cross-ratio at h1, we mean the cross-ratio at l3 with respect to the tetra-
hedron chosen as in Figure 4.2. We use terms the cross-ratios at h3, h5, h1, h3, in a
same manner. Similar computation gives us that the cross-ratios at h1, h3, h5, h1, h3
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The proposition directly follows from comparing the above cross-ratios with
the cross-ratios given in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. We remark again that the above
cross-ratios are non-degenerate and satisfy the gluing equations for T.
For a representation ρ : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq we say that a cocycle σ : BN1 Ñ






up to conjugation for all γ P π1pΣq and for any component Σ of BN . Here
ρ|Σ : π1pΣq Ñ SLp2,Cq means the restriction. Since every component Σ of BN
is either a sphere or a torus, the restriction ρ|Σ is reducible. Therefore, for any
representation ρ there exists a cocycle σ associated to ρ.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let ρ : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq be a representation such that
ρpµiq ‰ ˘I for all 1 ď i ď h. Then for any cocycle σ : BN
1 Ñ Cˆ associated
to ρ, there exists a σ-deformed Ptolemy assignment c such that ρc “ ρ up to
conjugation.
A proof of Theorem 4.2.1 is essentially also given in [CYZ18, §4] (see also
[Cho16a]). The proof given in [CYZ18] assume that ρ is a (lifting of) pPSLp2,Cq, P q-
representation, but this is not actually required in the proof. For completeness
of the paper, we present a detailed proof of Theorem 4.2.1 in Section 4.2.1.
Corollary 4.2.1 (Theorem 1.2.2). Let ρ : π1pNq Ñ PSLp2,Cq be a represen-
tation satisfying ρpµiq ‰ ˘I for all 1 ď i ď h. If the representation ρ admits
a SLp2,Cq-lifting, then there exists a non-degenerate solution pw,mq such that
ρw,m “ ρ up to conjugation.
Proof. For each sphere component Σ of BN , the restriction ρ|Σ : π1pΣq Ñ
SLp2,Cq is clearly trivial. Thus one can choose an associated cocycle σ such
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that it is trivial on the sphere components. Then the proof directly follows from
Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.1.
4.2.1 Proof of Theorem 4.2.1
For simplicity we may assume that a given cocycle σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ is trivial on
the sphere components. Let rN be the universal cover of N . We lift σ to B rN , and
denote the resulting cocycle also by σ : B rN1 Ñ Cˆ.
Definition 4.2.2. A decoration D : rN0 Ñ C2ztp0, 0qtu is an assignment satis-
fying
• (ρ-equivariance) Dpγ ¨ vq “ ρpγqDpvq for all γ P π1pNq and v P rN0;
• Dpv2q “ σpsqDpv1q for all s P B rN1 where v1 and v2 are the initial and
terminal vertices of s, respectively.
Remark that a decoration exists, since a given cocycle σ is associated to ρ.
For a decoration D we define c : T1 Ñ C by
cpeq “ detpDpv1q,Dpv2qq
for e P T1 where v1 and v2 are the initial and terminal vertices of any lifting of e,
viewed as a long edge of N , respectively. Note that cpeq does not depend on the
choice of a lifting of e, since D is ρ-equivariant. Also, note that cp´eq “ ´cpeq
for all e P T1.
Proposition 4.2.2. If cpeq ‰ 0 for all e P T1, then c : T1 Ñ Cˆ is a σ-deforemd
Ptolemy assignment.
Proof. Let us choose a lifting of an ideal triangulation ∆ of T. We denote the
edges of its truncation as in Definition 4.2.1; li denotes a long-edge and sij
denotes the short edge running from li to lj . We also denote the initial and
terminal vertices of li by vi and v
i, respectively as in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: A truncated tetrahedron.







By construction of c, it is equivalent to












Therefore, c : T1 Ñ Cˆ is a σ-deformed Ptolemy assignment.
Therefore, it is enough to prove that there exists a decoration D such that
the induced assignment c : T1 Ñ C satisfies cpeq ‰ 0 for all e P T1.
We first consider the regional edges e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , en of T. We choose a lifting, rej ,





the initial and terminal points of rej , viewed as an edge of rN , respectively. Since
σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ is trivial on the sphere components, we have Dpv1j q “ Dpv1kq.
Moreover, from ρ-equivariance of D, we have
Dpv0j q “ ρpgqDpv
0
kq (4.2.4)
for some g P π1pNq. From elementary covering theory one can check that if
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ej Y ek wraps an arc of K, then the loop g should be the Wirtinger generator
corresponding to the arc; see Figure 4.8. For simplicity we let W “ Dpv1j qp“
Dpv1kqq and Vj “ Dpv
0
j q for 1 ď j ď m. Note that cpejq ‰ 0 if and only if
detpW,Vjq ‰ 0.
We then consider the edges of T that intersect νpLq. Let us consider an
ideal triangle (with edges denoted by x, y, ek) in S
3zpL Y tp, quq together with
its lifting (with edges denoted by rx, ry, rek) as in Figure 4.8. Let vx and vy be the
initial vertices of rx and ry, again viewed as edges of rN , respectively. Then for
the Wirtinger generator g, we have
ρpgqDpvxq “ Dpg ¨ vxq “ σpgq
˘1Dpvxq.
Therefore, Dpvxq is an eigenvector of ρpgq. It follows that cpxq “ detpW,Dpvxqq ‰
0 if and only if W is not an eigenvector of ρpgq. Similarly, cpyq ‰ 0 if and only






















Figure 4.8: Local configuration of a lifting.
We finally consider an edge of T that joins q to itself. Let us consider an
ideal triangle (with edges denoted by ej , ek, z) in S
3zpLYtp, quq together with its
lifting (with edges denoted by rej , rek, rz) as in Figure 4.9. It follows that cpzq ‰ 0
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if and only if detpVj , Vkq “ detpρpgqVk, Vkq ‰ 0 (recall the equation (4.2.4)). It
is equivalent to the condition that Vk is not an eigenvector of ρpgq. Similarly, for
an edge z of T that joins p to itself, we conclude that cpzq ‰ 0 if and only if W


















Figure 4.9: Local configuration of a lifting.
Let us sum up the required conditions. To be precise, we enumerate the
Wirtinger generators by g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gl. A desired decoration should satisfy (i) detpW,Vjq ‰
0; (ii) W is not an eigenvector of ρpgiq; (iii) Vj is not an eigenvector of ρpgiq for
all 1 ď j ď m and 1 ď i ď l. Since we can choose W and one of Vj ’s freely, such
a decoration exists. See, for instance, Lemma 2.1 in [Cho16a]. See also Examples
4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
4.3 Complex volume formula
We devote this section to prove Theorem 1.2.3. For convenience of the reader,
let us recall the theorem.
We fix a meridian µi and let λi be the canonical longitude of each component
of a link L. For κ “ pr1, s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rh, shq we denote by Mκ the manifold obtained
from M by Dehn-filling that kills the curve rjµj ` sjλj on each boundary torus
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Σj , where prj , sjq is either a pair of coprime integers or the symbol 8 meaning
that we do not fill the corresponding boundary torus.
Let ρ : π1pMκq Ñ PSLp2,Cq be a representation. If Mκ has non-empty
boundary, we assume that ρ is a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation so that the vol-
ume and Chern-Simons invariant of ρ are well-defined. Regarding ρ as a rep-





trpρpµiqq “ ˘2, trpρpλiqq “ ˘2 for pri, siq “ 8
ρpµrii λ
si
i q “ ˘I for pri, siq ‰ 8
(4.3.5)
where ri and si are coprime integers. If we assume that ρ : π1pMq Ñ PSLp2,Cq
admits a SLp2,Cq-lifting and ρpµiq ‰ ˘I for all 1 ď i ď h, then there exists a
point pw,mq such that ρw,m “ ρ up to conjugation where mi is an eigenvalue
of ρpµiq. Recall Corollary 4.2.1 and Theorem 3.3.1. It follows from the equation




i “ ˘1 and thus rilogmi ` silog li ” 0
in modulo πi where li is an eigenvalue ρpλiq. From coprimeness of pri, siq, there
exists integers ui and vi satisfying
rilogmi ` silog li ` πipriui ` siviq “ 0. (4.3.6)
Theorem 4.3.1 (Theorem 1.2.3). The complex volume of ρ : π1pMκq Ñ
PSLp2,Cq is given by
iVolCpρq ”W0pw,mq mod π2Z
where the function W0pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wn,m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mhq is defined by
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4.3.1 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1
We assign a vertex-ordering of each tetrahedron ∆ of T as in Figure 5.5. Note
that these orderings agree on the common faces, so we may orient every edge of
T with respect to this vertex-ordering. We say that ∆ is positively oriented if the
orientation of ∆ induced from the vertex-ordering agrees with the orientation
of N , and ∆ is negatively oriented, otherwise. We let ε∆ “ ˘1 according to this
orientation of ∆.
Let rρ : π1pNq Ñ SLp2,Cq be a lifting of ρ and σ : BN1 Ñ Cˆ be a cocycle





σpµiq “ ˘1, σpλiq “ ˘1 for pri, siq “ 8
σpµrii λ
si
i q “ ˘1 for pri, siq ‰ 8
.
Recall Proposition 3.3.1 that there exists a cocycle a : BN1 Ñ C such that
(i) apeq ” logσpeq in modulo πiZ for all e P BN1; (ii) a is trivial on the sphere




apµiq “ apλiq “ 0 for pri, siq “ 8
apµiq “ logσpµiq ` uiπi and apλiq “ logσpλiq ` viπi for pri, siq ‰ 8
.
The equation (4.3.6) tells us that riapµiq ` siapλiq “ 0 for all κi ‰ 8. On the
other hand, by Theorem 4.2.1 there exists a σ-deformed Ptolemy assignment
c : T1 Ñ Cˆ such that ρc “ rρ up to conjugation. We let
pw,mq “ pcpe1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cpenq, σpµ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σpµhqq
as in Proposition 4.2.1.
For each ideal tetrahedron ∆ (with edges denoted as in Figure 3.3) of T, we
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pπi “ paps12q ` aps45q ´ aps24q ´ aps51q
` log cpl1q ` log cpl4q ´ log cpl2q ´ log cpl5q ´ log z
qπi “ aps53q ` aps26q ´ aps32q ´ aps65q
` log cpl2q ` log cpl5q ´ log cpl3q ´ log cpl6q ` log p1´ zq






pπi “ aps24q ` aps51q ´ aps12q ´ aps45q
` log cpl2q ` log cpl5q ´ log cpl1q ´ log cpl4q ´ log z
qπi “ aps43q ` aps16q ´ aps64q ´ aps31q
` log cpl1q ` log cpl4q ´ log cpl3q ´ log cpl6q ` log p1´ zq
if ε∆ “ ´1. We let Rp∆q :“ Rpz; p, qq where R is the extended Rogers diloga-
rithm given by
Rpz; p, qq “ Li2pzq `
πi
2
pp log p1´ zq ` q log zq `
1
2










where the sum is over all tetrahedra ∆ of T. We refer to Chapter 3 for details.
Therefore, it is enough to show that the right-hand side of the equation (4.3.7)
is equal to W0pw,mq in modulo π2Z.
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Let us first consdier a crossing of L as in Figure 4.1(a). At this crossing, we
denote edges of T as in Figure 5.5(a). We also denote by ∆1 the tetrahedron
corresponding to the edge h1 as in Figure 4.2, and denote similarly for h3, h5, h1,
and h3. It is not hard to check that ε∆1 “ ε∆5 “ ε∆1 “ 1 and ε∆3 “ ε∆3 “ ´1.












` 12plogwj ´ log cph














` 12plogwj ´ log cph
5q ` log cph2q ´ log cph1q ` aps41qqplogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq
in modulo π2Z. We similarly compute the Rogers dilogarithm terms for other
tetrahedra and obtain :








































` 12plogwj ´ log cph
5q ` log cph2q ´ log cph1q ` aps41qqplogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq
` 12plogwk ´ log cph
5q ` log cph2q ´ log cph3q ` aps43qqplogwk ´ logwl ` apµβqq
` 12plogwj ´ log cph5q ` log cph2q ´ log cph1q ` aps41qqplogwk ´ logwj ´ apµαqq
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` 12plogwm ´ log cph5q ` log cph2q ´ log cph3q ` aps43qqplogwm ´ logwl ` apµαqq
` 12plogwk ` logwm ´ log cph
5q ´ log cph5qqplogwl ` logwj ´ logwk ´ logwmq
Rearranging the last five lines appropriately, we obtain














































































` 12 log cph
2q plogwm ` logwk ´ logwl ´ logwjq
` 12 log cph2q plogwm ` logwk ´ logwl ´ logwjq
´ 12 log cph
1q plogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq
´ 12 log cph
3q plogwk ´ logwl ` apµβqq
´ 12 log cph1q plogwk ´ logwj ´ apµαqq


























































Note that in the above computation, log cph5q- and log cph5q-terms vanish, and
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we replace aps41q and aps43q by apµαq ` aps21q and apµαq ` aps23q, respectively.
We compute similarly for a crossing as in Figure 4.1(b) and obtain:















































































´ 12 log cph
2q plogwm ` logwk ´ logwl ´ logwjq
´ 12 log cph2q plogwm ` logwk ´ logwl ´ logwjq
` 12 log cph1q plogwm ´ logwj ` apµβqq
` 12 log cph3q plogwk ´ logwl ´ apµβqq
` 12 log cph
1q plogwk ´ logwj ` apµαqq
` 12 log cph


























































As one can see, we divide the Rogers dilogarithm terms coming from a crossing
into 5 parts: A, B, C, D, and E-parts.
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Let us first consider A-parts. If we use the equality
´plogwk ´ logwj ´ apµαqqplogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq
“ ´ plogwk ´ logwj ´ apµαq ´ log
wk
mαwj
qplogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq
´ log wkmαwj plogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq




´ log wkmαwj plogwm ´ logwj ´ apµβqq pmod π
2Zq,





















For D-parts, the sum of ´12aps
31qapµiq-terms along the i-th component of
L results in ´12apλi;bf qapµiq, where λi;bf is the blackboard framed longitude of
the i-th component. Similarly, the sum of ´12aps31qbipµiq-terms also results in
´12apλi;bf qapµiq. The remaining terms ˘apµiqapµjq revise the framing appropri-






Lemma 4.3.1. The sum of B-parts over all crossings vanishes.
Proof. Let e be an over edge of T with the corresponding over-arc of L as in
Figure 4.4(a). Note that the edge e appears as h1 at the initial crossing, as h3
at the terminal crossing, and as h2 “ h4 at the intermediate crossings. Then, in
the sum of B-parts, log cpeq-terms appear exactly at these crossings and their




p´logwj1 ` logwj2 ´ apµiqq
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` plogwj1 ´ logwj2 ´ logwj3 ` logwj4q ` ¨ ¨ ¨
` plogwj2m´1 ´ logwj2m ´ logwj2m`1 ` logwj2m`2q
` plogwj2m`1 ´ logwj2m`2 ` apµiqq
ı
“ 0.
Note that changing orientations that are not specified in the local diagram dose
not change the computation. We compute similarly for an under edge of T, and
complete the proof.
We omit a proof the fact that the sum ofD-parts and E-parts are respectively
zero, since it can be checked combinatorially as in Lemma 4.3.1.
Recall that we have apµiq “ 0 for κi “ 8 and riapµiq ` siapλiq “ 0 for
κi ‰ 8. It thus follows that the sum of A- and D-parts over all crossings is
equal to W0pw,mq. This completes the proof, since the sums of B-, C-, and
E-parts are all zero.
Example 4.3.1. We consider a diagram of the figure-eight knot and denote the
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determine a -representation ρ of the knot group if
y “
´m4 ` 3m2 ´ 1`
?
m8 ´ 2m6 ´m4 ´ 2m2 ` 1
2m2
.




2 g1, so an eignvalue
l of ρpλq is given by
l “
m8 ´m6 ` 2m4 ´m2 ` 1` pm4 ´ 1q
?
m8 ´ 2m6 ´m4 ´ 2m2 ` 1
2m4
.
If we consider the 23 -Dehn filling, then we require m P C
ˆ satisfying m2l3 “ 1;
using the Mathematica, we have
pm, lq “ p´1.30664` 0.0498758i, ´0.436423` 0.713371iq.
We remark that the representation ρ is in fact (a lifting of) the geometric rep-
resentation for the 23 -filled manifold M 23
obtained from the figure-eight knot
exterior. We let pu, vq “ p´2, 0q so that
2 logm` 3 log l ` πip2u` 3vq “ 0.
We now consider the vectors Vj ’s, each of which corresponds to a region, as
in Section 4.2.1. Recall that these vectors satisfy the condition
Vj “ ρpgkq
´1Vi
at each arc as in Figure 4.11. (cf. region coloring in [CKS01, Cho16a].) Note
that they are well-determined whenever an initial vector is chosen arbitrarily.
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. Then we have w “ pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , w6q by wj “ detpW,Vjq:
w1 “ ´0.0493091` 1.48991i, w2 “ 0.12818´ 1.20327i,
w3 “ 0.000538775´ 2.62681i, w4 “ 1.63204` 4.20107i,




Figure 4.11: Rule for a region coloring.
Plugging the above non-degenerate solution pw,mq “ pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , w6,mq to
Theorem 4.2.1, we obtain
iVolCpM 2
3
q “ ´3.33835687` 1.73712388i.
Note that changing choices for V6 and V0 may give a different non-degenerate
solution but it results in the same volume and Chern-Simons invariant.
Example 4.3.2. Let us consider a diagram of the Whitehead link as in Figure
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The longitude of the circular component is given by g5g
´1











Figure 4.12: The Whitehead link.






























2 ` 1q ´ 2m
2
2py
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Let us consider κ “ p´5,´52q filling; using Mathematica, one can check that
pm1, l1q “ p0.6043082` 1.35916778i, 6.31524591´ 3.62462234iq
pm2, l2q “ p1.4324890` 1.08046977i, ´4.30814400´ 0.19295781iq
satisfies (numerically) mrii l
si
i “ 1 for i “ 1, 2. We let pu1, v1q “ p0, 2q and
pu2, v2q “ p´1,´1q so that the equation (4.3.6) holds for i “ 1, 2.










, we obtain :
w1 “ ´1` 2i, w2 “ 1.93846759´ 5.78498860i,
w3 “ ´3.05190667´ 3.60341709i, w4 “ 0.62430373´ 1.81290671i,
w5 “ ´0.59085068´ 0.74757228i, w6 “ ´1.23298500` 2.38516959i,
w7 “ ´4.06836742´ 1.29382141i
Plugging the above non-degenerate solution pw,mq “ pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , w7,m1,m2q to
Theorem 4.2.1, we obtain




Given a braid presentation D of a hyperbolic knot, Hikami and Inoue consider
a system of polynomial equations arising from a sequence of cluster mutations
determined by D. They show that any solution gives rise to shape parameters
and thus determines a boundary-parabolic PSLp2,Cq-representation of the knot
group. They conjecture the existence of a solution corresponding to the geomet-
ric representation. In this paper, we show that a boundary-parabolic represen-
tation ρ arises from a solution if and only if the length of D modulo 2 equals the
obstruction to lifting ρ to a boundary-parabolic -representation (as an element
in Z2). In particular, the Hikami-Inoue conjecture holds if and only if the length
of D is odd.
5.1 The Hikami-Inoue cluster variables
5.1.1 The octahedral decomposition
Let K Ă S3 be a knot and let νpK Y tp, quq denote a tubular neigborhood of
the union of K with two points p ‰ q P S3 not in K. Whenever we choose
a knot diagram representing K, we have a decomposition of the space M “
S3zν pK Y tp, quq into blocks each of which is a cube with two cylinders (whose
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core is the knot) removed. See Figure 5.1. Note that M is a 3-manifold with 3
boundary components (two spheres and a torus) whose interior is homeomorphic
to S3zpK Y tp, quq. Now consider two quadrilaterals Q1 and Q2 in each block
as in Figure 5.1 and collapse them horizontally so that their vertical edges are













Figure 5.1: A pinched block
On the other hand, a pinched block can also be obtained from a truncated
octahedron by identifying two pairs of edges as in Figure 5.2 (right). Therefore,
one can obtain M by gluing truncated octahedra, and it thus follows that the
interior of M can be decomposed into ideal octahedra (one per crossing). We
denote this octahedral decomposition of S3zpKYtp, quq by O. It is due to Dylan
Thuston [Thu99] (see also [Wee05]).
5.1.2 The Hikami-Inoue cluster variables
An ideal octahedron as in Figure 5.2 has 12 edges each of which corresponds to a
vertical edge of a cube in Figure 5.1. We may label those edges by x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x7, rx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rx7
as in Figure 5.3 with the obvious identifications x1 “ rx1 and x7 “ rx7. As indi-
cated in Figure 5.3 (left) we shall regard the edges xi as being above a crossing,
and the edges rxi as below the crossing.
Assigning a complex-valued variable to each of the edges x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x7, rx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rx7
with the same label as the edge itself, Hikami and Inoue [HI14, §2.2] consider the
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Figure 5.2: A truncated octahedron
equation prx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rx7q “ R
˘px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x7q where R
˘ is a certain operator defined
by rational polynomial equations. As we shall see in Section 5.1.3, these equa-























Figure 5.3: Edges of an octahedron at a crossing
Now suppose the knot diagram is given by a braid D with presentation
σε1k1 ¨ ¨ ¨σ
εn
kn
. (Here σki is the standard generator of the m-braid group and εi P
t˘1u.) Similar to the edge-labeling described in the previous paragraph, we label
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the oriented edges of the octahedral decomposition O as follows:
1. Draw n`1 imaginary horizontal lines on the braid D so that there is only
a single crossing between two consecutive lines (see Figures 5.4 and 5.11).
2. As in Figure 5.3 (left), whenever a horizontal line meets the braid D there
are two corresponding edges, and whenever a horizontal line meets a region
of (the closure of) D, there is one corresponding edge. Since each of the
horizontal lines meets the braid m times and the regions m ` 1 times, it
corresponds to 3m` 1 edges of O.
3. For the i-th horizontal line we orient the corresponding edges and denote
them by xi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x
i
3m`1 as in Figure 5.4, and let x


























Figure 5.4: Edges of O around the i-th level of a braid
Note that there are many overlapped labelings; for instance, in Figure 5.4, we
have xij “ x
i`1
j for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 3k ´ 2 and j “ 3k ` 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 3m` 1.
We again assign a complex-valued variable to each oriented edge of O and
denote the variable by the same as the edge itself. Hikami and Inoue [HI14]
relate the cluster variables xi “ pxi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x
i
3m`1q and x
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for 1 ď i ď n. Recall that the operator R˘k is defined by
R˘k px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x3m`1q “ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R
˘px3k´2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x3k`4q, x3k`5, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x3m`1q.
Note that R˘k only affects the variables above and below the k-th crossing.
An initial variable x1 is called a solution if x1 “ xn`1. Whenever we have a
solution x1 P C3m`1, we shall define the set map
cx1 : O
1 Ñ C
by assigning the variable xij to the oriented edge of O labeled by the same
name. The fact that this assignment respects the face identifications in O follows
directly from the definitions of R˘k and R
˘.
5.1.3 The obstruction cocycle
Let T be the ideal triangulation of S3zpK Y tp, quq obtained by decomposing
each octahedron of O into 5 ideal tetrahedra as in Figure 5.2 (left). As explained
earlier this induces a triangulation of the boundary of M . We now define a
cocycle ε P Z1pBM ; t˘1uq on BM by assigning signs to the short edges of the
truncated tetrahedra. Note that each short edge either lies in the top/bottom of a
truncated octahedron, or on one of the sides. We shall call the edges top/bottom-
edges or side-edges accordingly. We assign signs to the top/bottom edges as
indicated in Figure 5.5 and assign `1 do all of the side edges. This is clearly
a cocycle, which respects the face pairings and thus gives rise to a cocycle in
ε P Z1pBM ; t˘1uq as desired. We stress that ε depends on the decomposition of
M , in particular the choice of a braid D representing K.
The cocycle ε is illustrated in 5.6, where µ and λbf denote the meridian
and black-board framed longitude of the knot K, respectively. In particular, ε
induces the homomorphism ε : π1pνpKqq Ñ t˘1u that maps µ to ´1 and λbf to
1.
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Figure 5.6: Configuration of ε on the boundary torus
5.1.4 Proof of Theorem 1.3.2
Let us consider an octahedron of O. We index the vertices by t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5u and de-
note the oriented edges as in Figure 5.5. Let us compute the ε-deformed Ptolemy
equation. For example, the tetrahedron with vertices t0, 3, 4, 5u in Figure 5.5(a)
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gives x2y1 “ x3x4 ` x1x3. Similar computations give:
t0, 3, 4, 5u : x2y1 “ x3x4 ` x1x3
t1, 2, 3, 5u : x6y2 “ x5x7 ` x4x5
t2, 3, 4, 5u : x4rx4 “ x1x7 ` y1y2
t0, 2, 4, 5u : rx5y1 “ x3rx4 ` x3x7
t1, 2, 3, 4u : rx3y2 “ x5rx4 ` x1x5
for Figure 5.5(a) and
t0, 2, 4, 5u : y1x5 “ x4x6 ` x6x7
t1, 2, 3, 4u : x3y2 “ x1x2 ` x2x4
t2, 3, 4, 5u : x4rx4 “ y1y2 ` x1x7
t0, 3, 4, 5u : rx2y1 “ x6rx4 ` x1x6
t1, 2, 3, 5u : rx6y2 “ x2x7 ` x2rx4
























4x5 ` x1x3x5x7 ` x3x4x5x7 ` x1x2x6x7
x2x4x6
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4x6 ` x1x3x5x7 ` x1x2x6x7 ` x2x4x6x7
x3x4x5













Letting rx1 “ x1, rx2 “ x5, rx6 “ x3, rx7 “ x7 for Figure 5.5(a) and rx1 “
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for Figure 5.5(b). The equations (5.1.3) and (5.1.4) exactly coincide with the
definition of the operators R˘ in [HI15]. See [HI15, Equation (2.17)].
Now let D be a braid of length n and width m. Let cx1 : O
1 Ñ C be the
set map induced from a solution x1 P C3m`1 as in Section 5.1.2. Recall that T
has two additional edges per crossing compared to O. We extend the set map
to cx1 : T
1 Ñ C by defining the values on the added edges using the equations
(5.1.1) and (5.1.2). We say that a solution x1 is non-degenerate if
cx1peq ‰ 0
for all e P T1. One can easily check from the equations (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) that
this is equivalent to the following.
Definition 5.1.1. A solution x1 is said to be non-degenerate if every cluster




j ‰ 0 for all 1 ď j ď 3m ` 1 and
xi3j´2 ‰ ´x
i
3j`1 for all 1 ď j ď m.
The previous computation in this section tells us that the set map cx1 : T
1 Ñ
Czt0u induced from a non-degenerated solution x1 is a point of the ε-deformed
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Ptolemy variety PεpTq. We have thus proven (recall Proposition 2.2.1):
Proposition 5.1.1. A non-degenerate solution x1 induces a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-
representation ρx1 : π1pS
3zKq “ π1pMq Ñ PSLp2,Cq (up to conjugation) whose
obstruction class is εDpλq P t˘1u » H
2pM, BM ; t˘1uq, where λ is the canonical
longitude.
Proposition 5.1.2. Let D be a braid of length n representing a knot. Then
εDpλq is p´1q
n under the isomorphism H2pM, BM ; t˘1uq » t˘1u.
Proof. Recall Section 5.1.3 that we have εDpµq “ ´1 and εDpλbf q “ 1 for the
meridian µ and blackboard framed longitude λbf . We thus obtain
εDpλq “ εDpλbf q εDpµq
´wpDq
“ εDpλbf q εDpµq
´n “ p´1qn.
Here wpDq denotes the writhe of the closure of D which is congruent to the
length n in modulo 2.
5.2 The existence of a non-degenerate solution
Let ĂM be the universal cover of M “ S3zνpK Y tp, quq and
x
ĂM be the space
obtained from ĂM by collapsing each boundary component to a point. We denote
by IpĂMq the set of these points. Note that π1pMq acts on IpĂMq.
Definition 5.2.1. For a pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation ρ : π1pMq Ñ PSLp2,Cq,
a decoration D : IpĂMq Ñ PSLp2,Cq{P is a ρ-equivalent assignment, i.e., Dpγ ¨
vq “ ρpγqDpvq for all γ P π1pMq and v P IpĂMq.
Recall that PSLp2,Cq{P denotes the (left) P -coset space where P is the
subgroup of PSLp2,Cq consisting of upper triangular matrices with ones on the
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We now fix a braid presentation D of a knot K and let T be the ideal
triangulation of S3zpK Y tp, quq given as in Section 5.1. For any decoration D
we define an assignment c : T1 Ñ C{t˘1u by
cpeq “ det pDpv1q,Dpv2qq
for e P T1 where v1 and v2 P IpĂMq are endpoints of a lift of e. Note that cpeq
does not depend on the choice of a lift of e, since D is ρ-equivariant.
Proposition 5.2.1. For a non-trivial pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation ρ : π1pMq Ñ
PSLp2,Cq, there exists a decoration D such that the induced assignment c sat-
isfies cpeq ‰ 0 for all e P T1.
The proof of Proposition 5.2.1 relies on the following basic facts: (i) every
edge of T are connected to either p or q; (ii) a decoration on the lifts of p and
q can be chosen freely and independently (respecting ρ-equivalence only). The
observation that (i) and (ii) implies Proposition 5.2.1 was first pointed out to the
authors by Seonhwa Kim. We also note that there are edges connecting p (or q)
to itself and this is the reason why we can not detect the trivial representation.
Namely, these edges become generators in the Wirtinger representation (see
Figure 4.9 (left)) and thus the image of the generators under ρ must be non-
trivial.
Remark 5.2.1. In order for fact (i) above to hold, it is essential that each
octahedron is subdivided into five tetrahedra instead of four. If we use the
four tetrahedra per crossing (as in [HI15]) Proposition 5.2.1 may not hold; in
particular, it does not hold whenever the closure of D has a kink.
Proposition 5.2.1 implies the existence of a non-degenerate solution desired
as in Theorem 1.3.3. More precisely, the following holds.
Theorem 5.2.1. Let σD P Z
2pM, BM ; t˘1uq be the cocycle given as in Section
5.1. If a non-trivial pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation ρ has the obstruction class
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rσDs P H
2pM, BM ; t˘1uq, then there exists a point c P P σDpTq such that ρc
coincides with ρ up to conjugation.
Proof. Let D be a decoration as in Proposition 5.2.1. Whenever one chooses
a sign of each cpeq, it is known that c : T1 Ñ Czt0u is a point of P σpTq for
some σ P Z2pM, BM ; t˘1uq such that ρc “ ρ up to conjugation. In particular,
the obstruction class of ρ is rσs P H2pM, BM ; t˘1uq. Then the theorem follows
from the fact that if σ0 and σ1 P Z
2pM, BM ; t˘1uq satisfy rσ0s “ rσ1s, then two
varieties P σ0pTq and P σ1pTq are canonically isomorphic.
As we computed in Section 5.1.4, the class rσDs viewed as an element of t˘1u
coincides with p´1qn where n is the length of D. We therefore obtain Theorem
1.3.3 as a consequence of Theorem 5.2.1.
5.2.1 Proof of Proposition 5.2.1
We first consider edges, say e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , em, of T that join p and q. We orient these
edges from q to p. We choose a lift rej of each ej so that their terminal points
agree as in Figure 4.8. We denote by rp the terminal point and by rqj the initial
point of rej . From ρ-equivariance of D, we have
Dprqjq “ ρpgqDprqkq
for some g P π1pMq. From elementary covering theory one can check that if
ej Y ek wraps an arc of K as in Figure 5.7, then the loop g should be the
Wirtinger generator corresponding to the arc. Note that cpekq ‰ 0 if and only
if detpDprpq,Dprqkqq ‰ 0.
We then consider edges of T that are connected to the knot K; for example,
edges x and y as in Figure 5.7. We consider an ideal triangle in S3zpK Y tp, quq
with edges x, y, ek as in Figure 5.7, and its lift so that p corresponds to the point
rp. We denote the edges of the lift by rx, ry, rek. Since the terminal point, r, of rx
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r“ g ¨ r
rek
Figure 5.7: Local configuration of a lift.
(or ry) is fixed by the Wirtinger generator g, we obtain
Dprq “ Dpg ¨ rq “ ρpgqDprq.
Since trpρpgqq “ ˘2 and ρpgq ‰ Id, otherwise ρ should be a trivial repre-
sentation, ρpgq has a unique eigenvector up to scaling. It thus follows that
cpxq “ detpDprpq,Dprqq ‰ 0 if and only if Dprpq is not an eigenvector of ρpgq.
Similarly, cpyq ‰ 0 if and only if Dprqkq is not an eigenvector of ρpgq.
We finally consider edges of T joining q (or p) to itself; for example, an edge
x as in Figure 5.8. We consider an ideal triangle in S3zpK Y tp, quq with edges
ej , ek, x as in Figure 5.8, and its lift so that p corresponds to the point rp. We
denote the edges of the lift by rej , rek, rx. It directly follows that cpxq ‰ 0 if and
only if
detpDprqjq,Dprqkqq “ detpρpgqDprqkq,Dprqkqq ‰ 0.
Again, this is equivalent to the condition that Dprqkq is not an eigenvector of
ρpgq.
Let us sum up the conditions. To be precise, we enumerate the Wirtinger
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Figure 5.8: Local configuration of a lift.
generators by g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gl. Our desired decoration as in Proposition 5.2.1 should
satisfy (i) detpDprpq,Dprqjqq ‰ 0; (ii) Dprpq is not an eigenvector of ρpgiq; (iii)
Dprqjq is not an eigenvector of ρpgiq for all 1 ď j ď m and 1 ď i ď l. Since we
can choose Dprpq and one of Dprqjq’s freely, such a decoration exists.
5.2.2 Explicit computation from a representation
Let D be a braid presentation of a knot K and let ρ : π1pS
3zKq Ñ PSLp2,Cq
be a non-trivial pPSLp2,Cq, P q-representation whose obstruction class is p´1qn,
where n is the length of D. We devote this subsection to present an explicit
formula for computing a solution.











(recall Proposition 2.2.1). We index the regions of the closure of D by 1 ď j ď
n` 2 and the arcs by 1 ď i ď n. We then assign a non-zero column vector Vj to
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the j-th region so that these vectors satisfy
Vj2 “ rρpgiq
´1Vj1 (5.2.5)
for Figure 4.11 (left) where mi is the Wirtinger generator corresponding to the
i-th arc. The region-colorings are well-determined whenever an initial vector is
chosen arbitrarily. Remark that Vj corresponds to Dprqjq in Section 5.2.1.
We also assign a non-zero column vector Hi to the i-th arc so that these




for Figure 5.9 (right). We remark that the fact that the eigenvalue of rρpλbf q is




Figure 5.9: Rules for region- and arc-colorings.
Recall that the octahedral decomposition O has 3n` 2 edges; (i) n of them,
called over-edges, stand above the knot; (ii) other n of them, called under-edges,
stand below the knot; (iii) last n`2 of them, called regional edges, stand on the
regions. See Figure 5.10. We choose an additional non-zero column vector W
(which corresponds to Dprpq in Section 5.2.1) and define the set map c : O1 Ñ C
as follows.
(i) cpeq “ detpHi,W q if e is the over-edge standing over the i-th arc;
(ii) cpeq “ detpVj , Hiq if e is the under-edge standing below the i-th arc whose
left-side region is indexed by j;
(iii) cpeq “ detpVj ,W q if e is the regional edge corresponding the j-th region.
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Here we oriented the edge e as in Figure 5.10.
j
i
regional edge : detpVj ,W q
over-edge : detpHi,W q
under-edge : detpVj , Hiq
Figure 5.10: Edges of O with c-values.
We again extend the above set map to c : T1 Ñ C by using the equations
(5.1.1) and (5.1.2). As we showed in Section 5.2.1 for a generic choice of W and
Vj ’s, we have cpeq ‰ 0 for all e P T
1.
Example 5.2.1 (The 41 knot with a kink). Let us consider a braid of the knot














Figure 5.11: A braid presentation of the 41 knot.
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rρ such that




















where λ2 ´ λ` 1 “ 0.
We enumerate the arcs and regions of the closure of the braid as in Figure












































































for some γ P C, we obtain the cluster
variables x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,x5 as follows. We note that a generic choice for α, β, and γ
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´α` βγ ` β
β
´1
α´ βpγ ` 2q
pλ´ 1qpα´ 3βq
pγ ´ 1qpλ´ 1q
αp´γλ` λ´ 1q ` βp3pγ ´ 1qλ` γ ` 2q
αλ´ βp2λ` 1q
γ ´ γλ

















































































































































´α` βγ ` β
β
´1
α´ βpγ ` 2q
λ2p´pα´ 2βqq
γ ´ γλ
βp2γλ` γ ` 2q ´ αpγλ` 1q
pλ´ 1qpα´ 3βq
´γλ` λ´ 1



















































































































































´α` βγ ` β
pλ´ 1qp´pα´ 2βqq
pγ ´ 1qpλ´ 1q
pγ ´ 1qλpα´ 2βq ` α´ βpγ ` 1q
αλ´ βp2λ` 1q
´1
βp2γλ` γ ` 2q ´ αpγλ` 1q
pλ´ 1qpα´ 3βq
´γλ` λ´ 1

















































































































































´α` βγ ` β
pλ´ 1qp´pα´ 2βqq
pγ ´ 1qpλ´ 1q
pγ ´ 1qλpα´ 2βq ` α´ βpγ ` 1q
´β
´γλ` λ´ 1
αp´γλ` λ´ 1q ` βp3pγ ´ 1qλ` γ ` 2q
αλ´ βp2λ` 1q
γ ´ γλ



















































































































































´α` βγ ` β
´β
1
α´ βpγ ` 2q
pλ´ 1qpα´ 3βq
pγ ´ 1qpλ´ 1q
αp´γλ` λ´ 1q ` βp3pγ ´ 1qλ` γ ` 2q
αλ´ βp2λ` 1q
γ ´ γλ
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